ABSTRACT: Transnational Organized crimes are being co...
In recent years, special niche of brand has been paid increasingly attention in academic and scientific communities. Although, in some countries, especially in the field of fashion, sports, music, and art, there is a significant relationship between brand and social customs, altruism, and propriety. However, in other cases, such as the software industry, there is not a significant relationship between brand and social customs, altruism, and propriety.

The aim of this research is to discuss the effect of education of philosophy upon creativity of students for software engineering department. The educational program for software engineering department is based on the software development lifecycle. The findings are confirmed by validity and creditably for children that is extension and innovation.

Tax revenues from legal entities are one of the important sources in state tax revenues. Since these entities record a high volume of accounting scandals in recent years, the role of distortions in tax evasion is significant. The results of hypotheses show markedly the role of distortions in tax avoidance and evasion. In other words, the results of hypotheses show that tax evasion is a significant issue in recent years.

This study examines the effectiveness of spiritual therapy training in increasing rate of marital satisfaction in the experimental and control group. The findings are confirmed by validity and creditably for children that is extension and innovation.

The role of psychological empowerment and internal-external source of control in prediction of the organizational commitment of education bureau personnel is examined. The results show that psychological empowerment and internal-external source of control have a significant role in prediction of the organizational commitment of education bureau personnel.
The present study identifies the relationship between quality of work life and productivity of education teachers in District 12 of Tehran. The research hypotheses are confirmed.

The present research studies the influence of 'Circle Time' on increasing mutual respect and respecting class regulations among Iranian female students. But the result showed insignificant improvement of mutual respect.

Personality, as a relatively stable pattern of characteristics and behaviors, may subject to changes toward fall or rise. This study examines the evolution of meta-cognition components in adolescence and young adults.

Academic motivation, family circumstances, emotional atmosphere, economic conditions, cultural conditions, social conditions, and parenting styles were the variables that evaluated the relationship between creative thinking and Iranian EFL learners' listening comprehension.
**ABSTRACT:** This study investigates the relationship between the dimensions of organizational structure (complexity, Formality and Centralization) and entrepreneurship. It can be concluded that there is a significant and positive relationship between complexity and entrepreneurship. 
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**ABSTRACT:** The present investigation was aimed to investigate the effectiveness of life skills training on increasing the rate of general health and its dimensions (reducing the symptoms of anxiety, depression, physical and social issues). 
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**ABSTRACT:** This study examines the quality of voluntary disclosure on the opinion and fees of the independent auditors in listed companies. It was found that there is a significant and positive relationship between the quality of voluntary disclosure and the opinion and fees of the independent auditors.
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**ABSTRACT:** English learning as an international language is a required skill for students but despite of trying there are factors that hindered their learning. This study has explained, then related advantages and impact of this has examined on some students with questionnaire survey. 
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**ABSTRACT:** The present investigation was aimed to study factors affecting the use of Information and Communication Technologies by the faculty members. It was found that the cost and capital factor is the most important factor, followed by skill factors, and educational and technical factors.

**Keywords:** Information and communication technology, Cost and capital factors, Skill factors, Faculty members
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**ABSTRACT:** Greek Aesop's legends book is one sample of allegory legends in western literature that has been translated into all languages. This study showed that at least 12 concepts of Aesop's legends have been represented in Kalila-wa-Dimna with trivial modifications.

**Keywords:** Aesop, Kalila-wa-Dimna, Ibn-e-Moghaffa, Allegory Legend, Comparative Literature
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**ABSTRACT:** This study is conducted to figure out the relations between different managerial styles (conventional, moderate and participative) and creativity of physical education staffs. It was found that male managers having more participative management style than females.
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